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Elements of a successful team
Turnover and its impact
Improving team synergy
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 The

whole is greater than the sum
of its parts (Aristotle)

Team Synergy Assessment
 Listening and Questioning
in Teams Assessment
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Common
goal/direction
Strong
structure
Supportive
culture

• Clear expectations
• Defined targets
• Mission
• Set ground rules

• Established norms
• Defined roles & tasks
• Leave stripes at the door
• No Groupthink or Social Loafing
• TRUST
• COMMUNICATION (LISTEN)
• RESPECT & value all members
• Resources available
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Functional turnover
Losing team members
Integrating new team members
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OK to grieve

Recognize & Acknowledge loss
Differs if termination, layoff, or death
Changes “face” of team

Reassign person’s duties
“Empty” chair
Impacts other members

Loss of a friend

Burnout

OT

Resentment

Increased
worker
injury
claims

Increased
turnover

Increased
customer
injury
claims

Decreased
motivation

Decreased
productivity
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What do you look for when hiring?

“Mentor”

Orient

Design
“get to
know”
activities

Review
team
purpose,
goals,
vision

Individual
check-ins
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Define team mission & goals
COMMUNICATE, COMMUNICATE, COMMUNICATE
Build TRUST; Respect ALL members
Involve & Include all members
Hire right

Reduce risk & insurance costs
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Evaluation of Team Syntality

Very

Somewhat

Not at all

After watching a team’s transactional and task processes over a period of time,
rate how true each statement is of that team.

1. Members feel unified







2. Members bring diverse ways of thinking, valuing, and seeing







3. The team has norms, beliefs, and its own way of doing things







4. Members know what the team’s vision is







5. The team has an image that members and others can identify







6. Members are motivated for team success and achievement







7. Members are cooperative in critical problem analysis







8. Members support each other







9. Members work for the team when apart as well as together







10.Members share responsibility







11.The team analyzes ethical issues







12.The team maintains open communication with outside systems







13.The team has credibility with other systems and subsystems







14.The team seeks and uses feedback to improve processes







In a few words, try to describe the team’s syntality (use metaphors, images,
analogies):
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Adapted from Communicating in Groups and Teams: Sharing Leadership, 4th ed., Lumsden &
Lumsden, 2004

Listening and Questioning in Teams Assessment

Always

Sometimes

Never

Individually, check off the extent to which each statement describes your team’s
communication. Then compare and discuss your responses

1. Listen and question cooperatively for critical analysis of issues







2. Negotiate meanings by openly sharing values and assumptions







3. Convey empathy and trust with sensitivity and care







4. Play with ideas and metaphors to find meanings together







5. Monitor turn-taking, making sure everyone gets to be heard







6. Break down ambiguity with clear language and questioning







7. Test the ethics of team processes by questioning and listening







8. Help one another to clarify and elaborate ideas







9. Use listening and questioning to help less dominant members be
heard







10.Listen to people of minority cultures and both genders







The members of the team:

What this team does well in listening and questioning is:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

What this team needs to work on in listening and questioning is:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Adapted from Communicating in Groups and Teams: Sharing Leadership, 4th ed., Lumsden &
Lumsden, 2004

Observation of Group Listening and Questioning
As you watch a meeting, record each time you observe each of these barriers
and barrier-reducing processes:

Barriers
1. Making sarcastic, “put-down” remarks
2. Interrupting abruptly
3. Ignoring a person’s turn to speak
4. Asking loaded questions
5. Stereotyping and judging a speaker
6. Criticizing a person (rather than a problem)
7. Creating distractions
8. Reacting to loaded words
9. Rebutting instead of listening
10. Focusing on details, missing concepts

Processes that break down barriers
11. Helping a member get the floor
12. Asking questions that show empathy
13. Giving a speaker nonverbal support
14. Paraphrasing and confirming
15. Asking clarifying questions
16. Asking questions that test reasoning and
evidence without attacking people
17. Asking probing questions for information
18. Asking questions about a speaker’s
context
19. Supporting a speaker with self-disclosure
20. Testing ethics of the team processes

Adapted from Communicating in Groups and Teams: Sharing Leadership, 4th ed., Lumsden &
Lumsden, 2004

